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to increase-along-rays starting at x∗ (for short, f ∈ IAR(K,x∗)). We prove that GMV I(f ,K)w i t h
radially l.s.c. function f has a solution x∗ ∈ kerK if and only if f ∈ IAR(K,x∗). Further, we prove,
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21 Introduction
Variational inequalities (for short, VI) provide a suitable mathematical model for a range
of practical problems, and in particular equilibrium ones, see e. g. [1] or [2]. Generalizations
towards vector VI were initiated in [3]; for recent results and survey on this ﬁeld see [4] and [5].
When the operator involved in a VI has a primitive f, then we refer to the considered VI as of
diﬀerential type. This kind of VI are widely studied because of their relation to optimization
problems. Minty VI [6] (for short, MVI) of diﬀerential type, denoted MVI(f ,K), characterize
a kind of equilibria more qualiﬁed than Stampacchia VI [7]. This leads to argue that when
MVI(f ,K) admits a solution, then f has some regularity property. In this paper, we consider
a generalization of MVI of diﬀerential type and show that, for such class of VI, the existence of
a solution x∗ is inherent only to functions f which increase-along-rays starting at x∗.
Throughout the paper, unless diﬀerently speciﬁed, we denote by R = R∪{±∞}the extended
real line, by E a real linear space and by K a nonempty subset of E.L e tf : K → R be a given
function. Then we denote by ¯ f : E → R the extension of f on E deﬁned by ¯ f(x)=+ ∞ for
x ∈ E \ K. The lower Dini directional derivative (for short, Dini derivative) of f at x ∈ K in






( ¯ f(x + td) − f(x)) (1)
(observe that, outside of the set K,t h ev a l u e so ff are substituted by those of ¯ f). Now we
introduce the following problem
GMV I(f ,K) f 
−(x, x∗ − x) ≤ 0, ∀x ∈ K,
which consists in ﬁnding x∗ ∈ K,s u c ht h a tGMV I(f ,K) holds. This problem somehow
generalizes MVI of diﬀerential type
MVI(f ,K)  f (x),x ∗ − x ≤0, ∀x ∈ K,
3where K ⊆ Rn and the function f is real-valued and Fr´ echet diﬀerentiable on an open set
containing K. The problem is to ﬁnd x∗ ∈ K for which MVI(f ,K) holds. Here f (x) stands
for the Fr´ echet derivative of f and then  f (x),x ∗ − x  is the directional derivative of f at x
along the direction x∗ − x. For this reason we use similar notation to quote the generalized
problem GMV I(f ,K).
We investigate, in the case of K star-shaped (for short, st-sh), the existence of a solution
x∗ of GMV I(f ,K) and the property of f to increase along rays starting at x∗ (for short,
f ∈ IAR(K,x∗)). We prove, that GMV I(f ,K) with radially l.s.c. function f has a solution
x∗ ∈ kerK if and only if f ∈ IAR(K,x∗). Here kerK denotes the kernel of the set K (see
Rubinov [8]). We prove, that the solution set of GMV I(f ,K) is a convex and radially closed
subset of kerK. We show also that, if GMV I(f ,K) has a solution x∗ ∈ K,t h e nx∗ is a global
minimizer of the problem
minf(x)s .t.x ∈ K, (2)
and the existence of such a solution implies that the level sets of f are st-sh.
Since a function f is quasi-convex if and only if its level sets are convex, the functions
with st-sh level sets can be considered as a generalization of the quasi-convex functions. Hence a
natural question arises, whether or not when K is convex and GMV I(f ,K) has a solution, then
f is quasi-convex. We give an example, which answers in the negative this question. Moreover,
we observe that the set of the global minimizers of the related optimization problem, its kernel,
and the solution set of the VI can be diﬀerent. Finally, we prove that, in case of a quasi-convex
function f, these sets coincide.
In the present paper, we relate the existence of solutions of GMV I(f ,K) to the properties: f
with st-sh level sets, or f quasi-convex. These are properties of generalized convexity type, which
are treated usually by means of the tools of nonsmooth analysis. Relations of VI to generalized
4convexity and nonsmooth analysis are often investigated, see e. g. Mastroeni [9] (also for vector
VI), Mordukhovich [10], Thach, Kojima [11], Yang [12]. The existing results open perspectives
for implementations in GMVI.
2 Existence of solutions and increase-along-rays property
In this section we investigate the relation between existence of solutions of GMV I(f ,K)
and increase along-rays-property of f. We need the following deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 2.1 The set kerK := {x ∈ K :[ x∗,x] ⊆ K, ∀x ∈ K} is called the kernel of K.T h e
set K is called star-shaped iﬀ kerK  = ∅.
Let x and x∗ be two points in the space E. We denote by Rx∗x := {x(t)=( 1−t)x∗ +tx,t ≥ 0}
a ray starting at x∗.
Deﬁnition 2.2 Let K ⊆ E be a st-sh set, and x∗ ∈ kerK. The function f : K → R (or
f : K → R) is said to increase in K along rays starting at x∗,i ﬀt h er e s t r i c t i o no ff on the
intervals Kx∗x := K ∩ Rx∗x is increasing, that is 0 ≤ t1 <t 2 implies f(x(t1)) ≤ f(x(t2)). The
class of these functions is denoted by IAR(K,x∗). If K = E,t h e nf is said to increase-along-rays
starting at x∗.
Deﬁnition 2.3 Let K ⊆ E be a st-sh set, and x∗ ∈ kerK. The function f : K → R is said to
be radially lower semi-continuous in K along rays starting at x∗ (for short, f ∈ RLSC(K,x∗)),
iﬀ ∀x ∈ K the restriction of f on the interval Kx∗x := K ∩ Rx∗x is lower semi-continuous
(for short, l.s.c.). In other words, f ∈ RLSC(K,x∗), iﬀ ∀x ∈ K the function ϕ :[ 0 , 1] → R,
ϕ(t): =f((1 − t)x∗ + tx)i sl . s . c .
We now give a diﬀerent proof of Theorem 2 in [13], since its steps will be recalled in the
proof of Theorem 3.1 below. This result links the existence of solutions of GMV I(f ,K)a n d
5the increase-along-rays property.
Theorem 2.1 Let K ⊆ E be a st-sh set, and f : K → R.I f x∗ ∈ kerK is a solution of
GMV I(f ,K)a n df ∈ RLSC(K,x∗), then f ∈ IAR(K,x∗). Conversely, if x∗ ∈ kerK and
f ∈ IAR(K,x∗), then x∗ is solution of GMV I(f ,K).
Proof Let x∗ ∈ kerK be a solution of GMV I(f ,K)a n df ∈ RLSC(K,x∗). Fix x ∈ K and
denote x(t)=( 1− t)x∗ + tx,0≤ t ≤ 1. Observe ﬁrst, that f 
−(x(t),x ∗ − x) ≤ 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
This follows applying the positive homogeneity of the Dini derivative
f 
−(x(t),x ∗ − ((1 − t)x∗ + tx)) = tf 
−(x(t),x ∗ − x) ≤ 0.
We prove now that f ∈ IAR(K,x∗). Let 0 ≤ t1 <t 2. Deﬁne the function ϕ :[ t1,t 2] → R by







Since ϕ is l.s.c., according to the Weierstrass Theorem, it attains its global minimum at some
point ˆ t ∈ [t1,t 2]. We may assume that ˆ t  = t1. Indeed, we have ϕ(t1)=ϕ(t2) = 0 and therefore,
if the global minimum is achieved at t = t1, it is attained also at ˆ t = t2. Denote now ˆ x = x(ˆ t).
From the deﬁnition of ˆ t we have ϕ 
−(ˆ t, −1) ≥ 0. Now
ϕ 




























f(x(t2)) − f(x(t1)) ≥−(t2 − t1)f 
−(ˆ x, x∗ − x) ≥ 0,
that is f ∈ IAR(K,x∗).
6To prove the converse, let x∗ ∈ kerK and f ∈ IAR(K,x∗). We must show that x∗ is a solution
of GMV I(f ,K). This is true, since for a ﬁxed x ∈ K we have
f 









(f(x(1 − t)) − f(x(1))) ≤ 0.

Theorem 2.2 Let K ⊆ E be a st-sh set and f : K → R.I f x∗ ∈ kerK is a solution of
GMV I(f ,K)a n df ∈ RLSC(K,x∗), then x∗ ∈ GM(f,K), which is the set of global minimizers
of problem (2).
Proof Let x∗ ∈ kerK be a solution of GMV I(f ,K)a n dx ∈ K. According to Theorem 2.1, f
increases along Rx∗x ∩ K, whence f(x∗) ≤ f(x). Therefore x∗ ∈ GM(f,K). 
Next result establishes a relation between existence of solutions of GMV I(f ,K) and star-
shapedness of the level sets of f,d e ﬁ n e db yl e v cf = {x ∈ K : f(x) ≤ c},f o rc ∈ R.
Theorem 2.3 Let K ⊆ E be a st-sh set and f : K → R. If there exists a solution x∗ ∈ kerK
of GMV I(f ,K)a n df ∈ RLSC(K,x∗), then all the level sets of f are st-sh. In particular the
set GM(f,K) of the global minimizers of problem (2) is st-sh.
Proof According Theorem 2.2, x∗ ∈ GM(f,K). Fix c ∈ R and consider the level set levcf.I f
c<f (x∗), then levcf is empty, hence st-sh. Let now c ≥ f(x∗). Fix x ∈ levcf and let x(t)=
(1 − t)x∗ + tx. We must show that f(x(t)) ≤ c. According to Theorem 2.1, f ∈ IAR(K,x∗).
This implies f(x(t)) ≤ f(x(1)) = f(x) ≤ c. 
In Theorem 2.1 the assumption f ∈ RLSC(K,x∗) appears in only one of the two opposite
implications. A natural question arises, whether or not it can be dropped at all. The next
example answers this question in the negative.
7Example 2.1 Deﬁne the function f : R → R by f(x)=0f o rx =0o rx irrational, and
f(x)=−q for x  = 0 rational with x = p/q, q>0a n dp and q relatively prime. The function
f is not l.s.c. . The Dini derivatives are f (x,u)=−∞ for each x ∈ R and u ∈ R \{ 0}.
Consequently, each point x∗ ∈ R is a solution of GMV I(f ,K). At the same time f has no
global minimizers. In particular x0 = 0 is among the solutions of GMV I(f ,K), which is a
global maximizer of f. Even more: while having no global minimizers, there is a set of points
which is dense in R, namely the set of the irrational numbers, each of which is both a solution
of GMV I(f ,K) and a global maximizer of f.
3 Existence of solutions and star-shapedness
Example 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 point out the importance of the RLSC property of f (i.e. the
property of f to be radially l.s.c.) for the existence of solutions of GMV I(f ,K). Theorem 2.1
discusses however only GMV I(f ,K)w i t has t - s hs e tK and solutions x∗ ∈ kerK. In this section
we show, that these requirements are natural, in the sense that, under the RLSC property of
f, the existence of solutions is habitual only to GMV I(f ,K)w i t hK st-sh. Moreover, there
do not exist solutions x∗ outside kerK. In order to come to this conclusion, we extend ﬁrst
problem GMV I(f ,K).
In the Introduction we deﬁned the extended function ¯ f : E → R ∪{ +∞} in a way that ¯ f
coincides with f on K and is +∞ on E \ K. Together with GMV I(f ,K)w ec o n s i d e rt h e
following problem
GMV I( ¯ f ,E) ¯ f 
−(x, x∗ − x) ≤ 0,x ∈ E.
The meaning of problem GMV I( ¯ f ,E) is the following. The task is to ﬁnd x∗ ∈ E such that
the inequality ¯ f 
−(x, x∗−x) ≤ 0 is satisﬁed any time the directional derivative ¯ f 
−(x, x∗−x)h a s
sense. For the latter we make the following comment. The derivative ¯ f 
−(x, u) is given by the
8right hand side of (1). In R ∪{ ± ∞ }the operation +∞−(+∞) is not deﬁned. Consequently,
we will accept that ¯ f 
−(x, u) has no sense if and only if f(x)=+ ∞ and there exists an interval
(x, x+εu)={x+tu :0<t<ε } with ε>0 contained in E\dom ¯ f (recall that dom ¯ f = {x ∈
E : ¯ f(x) ∈ R}).
We extended problem GMV I(f ,K)t oGMV I( ¯ f ,E). Simultaneously, we can extend
problem (2) to the optimization problem
min ¯ f(x), s.t.x ∈ E. (3)
Next proposition gives the relation between these pairs of problems.
Proposition 3.1 Let ¯ f : E → R∪{+∞} be a given function and set K := dom ¯ f and f := ¯ f|K
(the restriction of ¯ f on K). Then GMV I( ¯ f ,E) has a solution x∗ ∈ K if and only if x∗ solves
GMV I(f ,K). Similarly, problem (3) has a global (local) minimizer x∗ ∈ K if and only x∗ is a
global (local) minimizer for problem (2).
Proof Let x∗ ∈ K := dom ¯ f be a solution of GMV I( ¯ f ,E). Then x∗ is a solution of
GMV I(f ,K), since all the inequalities in GMV I(f ,K)e n t e ra l s oGMV I( ¯ f ,E). Let now
x∗ ∈ K be a solution of GMV I(f ,K). In order to state that x∗ solves GMV I( ¯ f ,E), we
must check that for x ∈ E \ K the inequality ¯ f−(x, x∗ − x) ≤ 0 is satisﬁed, assuming the Dini
derivative has sense. But this is checked rather trivially. If the Dini derivative has sense, then
there exists a sequence tk → +0, such that ¯ f(x + tk(x∗ − x)) is ﬁnite. Then
¯ f 




  ¯ f(x + tk(x∗ − x)) − f(x)
 
= −∞ < 0.
The part concerning the equivalency of the optimization problems (2) and (3) is obvious. 
Deﬁnition 3.1 Let ¯ f : E → R∪{+∞} be a given function. Then we say that ¯ f has the RLSC
property, denoted ¯ f ∈ RLSC,i ﬀ ¯ f ∈ RLSC(E,x ∗) ∀x∗ ∈ E.
9Deﬁnition 3.2 Let K ⊆ E and x∗ ∈ E. We say that K is radially closed along the rays starting
at x∗ iﬀ K ∩ Rx∗x is closed in Rx∗x (in view of this parameterization, the topological structure
on the rays is determined by the topological structure on R). We say, that K is radially closed
iﬀ the previous property holds for every x∗ ∈ E.
Proposition 3.2 Let ¯ f : E → R ∪{ +∞} be a given function and K := dom ¯ f be radially
closed. Then ¯ f ∈ RLSC if and only if f ∈ RLSC(K,x∗), ∀x∗ ∈ K.
Proof The assumption ¯ f ∈ RLSC implies that the restriction of ¯ f on Rx∗x is radially l.s.c. (x∗
and x arbitrary) and moreover, it is radially l.s.c. on Rx∗x∩K, no matter whether K is radially
closed or not.
Conversely, let f ∈ RLSC(K,x∗). We must show that ¯ f ∈ RLSC(E,x ∗). Let xk =( 1−tk)x∗ +
tkx, tk → t0 and x0 =( 1− t0)x∗ + t0x. We must check that ¯ f(x0) ≤ liminfk ¯ f(xk). The points
xk at which ¯ f(xk)=+ ∞, obviously do not aﬀect this inequality. Therefore, the only case which
h a st ob ec h e c k e d ,i sw h e nxk ∈ K.S i n c eK is radially closed, it follows that also x0 ∈ K.F r o m
f ∈ RLSC(K,x∗), it follows that ¯ f(x0)=f(x0) ≤ liminfk f(xk) = liminfk ¯ f(xk). 
The following theorem extends Theorem 2.1 to GMV I( ¯ f ,E).
Theorem 3.1 Let ¯ f : E → R ∪{ +∞} be a given function, and K := dom ¯ f be radially closed.
If x∗ ∈ dom ¯ f is a solution of GMV I( ¯ f ,E)a n d ¯ f has the RLSC property, then ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗).
Conversely, if x∗ ∈ dom ¯ f and ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗), then x∗ is a solution of GMV I( ¯ f ,E).
Proof Let x∗ ∈ K be a solution of GMV I( ¯ f ,E)a n d ¯ f ∈ RLSC. Fix x ∈ E and let x(t)=
(1−t)x∗+tx,0≤ t ≤ 1. Observe that ¯ f−(x(t),x ∗−x) ≤ 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, as far as this derivative
has sense, which follows in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Next we prove, that
¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗). This follows by constructing a function ϕ l i k ei nt h ep r o o fo fT h e o r e m2 . 1a n d
concluding in the same way as there, that 0 ≤ t1 <t 2 and x(t) ∈ K for t1 ≤ t ≤ t2,i m p l i e s
10f(x(t2)) − f(x(t1)) ≥ 0. We claim, and this is the main diﬀerence from the proof of Theorem
2.1, that if x(t)h a sl e f tK, it will not return back. Assume that this is not the case. Then,
since K is radially closed (we recall, that the complement of a closed set on the real line, is a
union of open intervals), it follows that there exists δ>0a n dt0 > 0, such that 0 <t 0 −δ<t 0,
¯ f(x(t)) = +∞ for t0 − δ<t<t 0,a n d ¯ f(x(t0)) < +∞.T h e n
f 
−(x(t0),x ∗ − x(t0)) = t0 f 




(f(x(t0 − s)) − f(x(t0))) = +∞,
which contradicts to x∗ solution of GMV I( ¯ f ,E).
Conversely, let x∗ ∈ K and ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗). We must show that x∗ is a solution of GMV I( ¯ f ,E).
For a ﬁxed x ∈ K this is true as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let now x ∈ E \ K.S i n c eK is
radially closed, it follows that there exists δ ∈ (0, 1), such that x(t)=( 1− t)x∗ + tx ∈ E \ K
for 1 − δ<t≤ 1. Therefore the derivative
f 








(f(x(1 − s)) − f(x(1)))
has no sense. 
Proposition 3.3 Let ¯ f : E → R ∪{ +∞} be a given function and assume ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗).
Then, x∗ is a global minimizer of problem (3), the function ¯ f h a ss t - s hl e v e ls e t sa n de a c h
such nonempty set contains x∗ in its kernel. Furthermore, the set K := dom ¯ f is st-sh too and
x∗ ∈ kerK.
Proof Fix c ∈ R and consider the level set levc ¯ f.I f c< ¯ f(x∗), then levc ¯ f is empty, hence
st-sh. Let now c ≥ f(x∗). Fix x ∈ levc ¯ f and let x(t)=( 1− t)x∗ + tx.F r o m¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗),
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1w eh a v e ¯ f(x∗)= ¯ f(x(0)) ≤ ¯ f(x(t)) ≤ ¯ f(x(1)) = ¯ f(x) ≤ c, whence x∗ is a
global minimizer of problem (3) and [x∗,x ] ⊆ levc ¯ f.T h es e tK is st-sh and x∗ ∈ kerK,s i n c e
K =
 
{levc ¯ f : c ∈ R}. 
11Theorem 3.2 Let ¯ f : E → R ∪{ +∞} be a given function enjoying the RLSC property and
K := dom ¯ f be radially closed. Assume that GMV I( ¯ f ,E) has at least one solution x∗ ∈ K.
Then, all the level sets of ¯ f are st-sh and contain x∗ in their kernels. In particular, the set
GM( ¯ f,E) of the global minimizers of problem (3) is st-sh too and x∗ ∈ kerGM( ¯ f,E). Further,
the set K is st-sh and x∗ ∈ kerK. Moreover, the set SOL of the solutions of GMV I( ¯ f ,E)i sa
convex subset of kerGM( ¯ f,E)a n dSOL is radially closed.
Proof Let x∗ ∈ K be a solution of GMV I( ¯ f ,E). According to Theorem 3.1, ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗).
Now the conclusion follows from Proposition 3.3. In particular GM( ¯ f,E) is st-sh and x∗ ∈
kerGM( ¯ f,E), since GM( ¯ f,E)=l e v¯ f(x∗) ¯ f.
In fact, we have shown that SOL ⊆ kerGM( ¯ f,E). To prove that the solution set SOLis convex,
take x∗
0,x ∗
1 ∈ SOL and let x∗ =( 1− t∗)x∗
0 + t∗x∗
1,w h e r et∗ ∈ (0, 1) is a ﬁxed number.
We have x∗ ∈ K. Indeed, x∗
0 ∈ SOL and from Theorem 3.1 we have ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗
0). Therefore
¯ f(x∗) ≤ ¯ f(x∗
1) < +∞ (the inequality f(x∗
1) < +∞ follows from x∗
1 ∈ SOL and the deﬁnition of
the solution set).
N o ww es h o wt h a t ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗). Let x ∈ E and x(t)=( 1− t)x∗ + tx. We must show that
0 ≤ t1 <t 2 implies ¯ f(x(t1) ≤ ¯ f(x(t2)). For this purpose we deﬁne, for t ≥ 0, the functions
x0(t)=( 1− t)x∗





t1 +( t2 − t1)t∗
,σ =
t1
t1 +( t2 − t1)t∗
,
w ec h e c ke a s i l yt h a tx0(τ)=x1(σ), both sides of this equality are equal to
t1(1 − t2)(1 − t∗)








t1 +( t2 − t1)t∗
x,
and τ>1 >σ≥ 0. The latter comes from
τ − 1=
(t2 − t1)(1 − t∗)
t1 +( t2 − t1)t∗
> 0, 1 − σ =
(t2 − t1)t∗
t1 +( t2 − t1)t∗
> 0.
12Now, since ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗
0)a n d ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗
1), which follows from Theorem 3.1 with the
account of x∗
0,x ∗
1 ∈ SOL,w eg e t
¯ f(x(t1)) = ¯ f(x0(1)) ≤ ¯ f(x0(τ)) = ¯ f(x1(σ)) ≤ ¯ f(x1(1)) = ¯ f(x(t2)).
Thus, ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x ∗). Applying now Proposition 3.3, we get x∗ ∈ SOL. Therefore, the solution
set SOL is convex.
In order to show that SOL is radially closed, ﬁx x∗, ˜ x ∈ E and let ˜ x(t)=( 1− t)x∗ + t˜ x.W e
have to prove that, if tk → t0, tk ≥ 0, and ˜ x(tk) ∈ SOL,t h e na l s o˜ x(t0) ∈ SOL. In view of
Theorem 3.1, for this purpose, it is enough to show that ¯ f ∈ IAR(E, ˜ x(t0)). Fix x ∈ E and
denote x(t)=( 1− t)˜ x(t0)+tx.L e t0 ≤ t  <t   . We must show that ¯ f(x(t )) ≤ ¯ f(x(t  )). For
this purpose we deﬁne xk(t)=( 1− t)˜ x(tk)+tx(t  )a n dx0(t)=( 1− t)˜ x(t0)+tx(t  ). From
˜ x(tk) ∈ SOL,i tf o l l o w s ,t h a t ¯ f ∈ IAR(E, ˜ x(tk)), hence
¯ f(x(t  )) = ¯ f(xk(1)) ≥ ¯ f(xk(
t 
t  ))
and so ¯ f(x(t  )) ≥ liminfk→+∞ ¯ f(xk( t 
t  )) ≥ ¯ f(x0( t 
t  )) = ¯ f(x(t )). In the inequality
liminfk→+∞ ¯ f(xk( t 
t  )) ≥ ¯ f(x0( t 
t  )) we have used that all the points xk( t 
t  ) lay on ray with
initial point (1 − t )x∗ + t x and passing through (1 − t )˜ x + t x,t h a txk( t 
t  ) → x0( t 
t  ), and
¯ f ∈ RLSC.T h u s ,¯ f ∈ IAR(E, ˜ x(t0)), and according to Proposition 3.3, we have ˜ x(t0) ∈ SOL.

We conclude this section considering the case when E is a topological vector space (for short,
t.v.s.), ¯ f : E → R ∪{ +∞} is lower semi-continuous, and K := dom ¯ f is a closed set. Next
theorem is a reformulation of Theorem 3.2 for this case.
Theorem 3.3 Let E be a t.v.s., ¯ f : E → R ∪{ +∞} be a l.s.c. function and K := dom ¯ f be
closed. Assume that GMV I( ¯ f ,E) has at least one solution x∗ ∈ K. Then all the level sets
of ¯ f are st-sh and contain x∗ in their kernels. In particular, the set GM( ¯ f,E) of the global
13minimizers of problem (3) is st-sh too and x∗ ∈ kerGM( ¯ f,E). Further, the set K is st-sh and
x∗ ∈ kerK. Moreover, the set SOL of the solutions x∗ ∈ K of GMV I( ¯ f ,E) is a convex subset
of kerGM( ¯ f,E)a n dSOL is a closed set.
Proof The function ¯ f has the RLSC property, since the restriction of a l.s.c. function on a
closed set, in particular on a ray, is a l.s.c. function. The set K is radially closed, since a ﬁnite
intersection of closed sets, in particular of K and a ray, is a closed set. Therefore, the hypotheses
of Theorem 3.2 are satisﬁed, hence also its conclusions hold. They coincide with the conclusions
of the present theorem, except in one case. Namely, the conclusion SOL is a closed set needs a
separate proof.
In order to show that SOL is closed, choose a sequence xk → x0, xk ∈ SOL. W eh a v et o
prove that x0 ∈ SOL. In view of Theorem 3.1, for this purpose it is enough to show that
¯ f ∈ IAR(E, ˜ x(t0)). Fix x ∈ E and let x(t)=( 1− t)˜ x(t0)+tx. For 0 ≤ t  <t   ,w em u s t
show that ¯ f(x(t )) ≤ ¯ f(x(t  )). For this purpose we deﬁne xk(t)=( 1 − t)xk + tx(t  )a n d
x0(t)=( 1− t)x0 + tx(t  ). From xk ∈ SOL, it follows that ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x k), whence
¯ f(x(t  )) = ¯ f(xk(1)) ≥ ¯ f(xk(
t 
t  ))
and so ¯ f(x(t  )) ≥ liminfk→+∞ ¯ f(x0( t 
t  )) ≥ ¯ f(x0( t 
t  )) = ¯ f(x(t )). In the inequality
liminfk→+∞ ¯ f(xk( t 
t  )) ≥ ¯ f(x0( t 
t  )) we have used that xk( t 
t  ) → x0( t 
t  ) and that ¯ f is l.s.c.
Thus, ¯ f ∈ IAR(E,x 0) and according to Proposition 3.3, we have ¯ x0 ∈ SOL. 
4 Comparison of MVI, GMVI and the related optimization
problem
In the notation of Theorem 3.3 we see that the following inclusions take place: SOL ⊆
kerGM( ¯ f,E) ⊆ GM( ¯ f,E). Next example shows that these inclusions can be strict.







, min(|x1|,|x2|) > 1,
0 , min(|x1|,|x2|) ≤ 1,
is l.s.c. The solution set SOL of GMV I(f ,R2)=GMV I( ¯ f ,K), with K = R2 and ¯ f = f,i s
the singleton SOL = {(0, 0)}.T h es q u a r ek e r GM(f,R2)={(x1,x 2):m a x ( |x1|,|x2|) ≤ 1} is
the kernel of the set GM(f,R2)={(x1,x 2):m i n ( |x1|,|x2|) ≤ 1} of the global minimizers of
(3). All these three sets are diﬀerent.
The function f is l.s.c., since its level sets are closed. The structure of the set GM(f,R2)a n di t s
kernel follow immediately from the deﬁnition of f. To determine the set SOL we use x∗ ∈ SOL
iﬀ f ∈ IAR(R2,x ∗), or equivalently, if the function t → ϕ(t)=f((1−t)x∗
1+tx1,(1−t)x∗
2+tx2),
t ≥ 0, is increasing for each x =( x1,x 2) ∈ R2.F o r x∗ =( 0 , 0) and |x1|≤| x2| (from the
symmetry, the case |x1| > |x2| is treated similarly) this function is
ϕ(t)=

   











and for t>1/min(|x1|,|x2|) has derivative ϕ (t)=( |x2|−| x1|)/(t|x2|−1)
2 ≥ 0. Hence, ϕ is
increasing. For x∗ =( x∗
1,x ∗
2)  =( 0 , 0), when x∗
1  = x∗
2 we take x =( 2 , 2) and when x∗
1 = x∗
2 we
take x =( 2 , −2). An easy calculation shows that then ϕ attains a strict maximum at t =1 ,
whence f/ ∈ IAR(R2,x ∗). 
Assume that f is diﬀerentiable on an open set containing K. A natural question arises:
whether or not problem MVI(f ,K) is equivalent to GMV I(f ,K). The latter, according to
Proposition 3.1, is equivalent to GMV I( ¯ f ,E). The equivalence is understood in the sense
of coincidence of the solution sets. As far as K is st-sh and only solutions x∗ ∈ kerK are
considered, the two problems MVI(f ,K)a n dGMV I(f ,K) remain equivalent. Indeed, one
may observe that in the Dini directional derivative f 
−(x,x∗ − x), the direction x∗ − x does not
15lead outside the set K.I nt h ec a s ei nw h i c hK is convex (which holds in particular, if f is quasi-
convex on K), the two problems are equivalent. The situation changes when the points outside
kerK are considered. According to Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.3, GMV I( ¯ f ,E) cannot
have solutions outside kerK. This makes the solution sets of GMV I( ¯ f ,E)a n dMVI(f ,K)
not equivalent when considering solutions outside kerK. The reason is that for MVI(f ,K),
the directional derivative along directions leading outside the set K involves only the values of
f, which is supposed to exist and to be diﬀerentiable on an open set containing K.O n t h e
contrary, problem GMV I( ¯ f ,E)s u b s t i t u t e s ,f o rx/ ∈ K,t h ev a l u e sf(x)b y ¯ f(x)=+ ∞,w h i c h
interferes the Dini directional derivatives in the directions leading outside the set K, and hence
the solution set. This is illustrated in the following example.
Example 4.2 Consider MVI(f ,K)w i t hf : R2 → R, f(x1,x 2)=x2
2,a n dK = {(x1,x 2):
x1 ≥ 1o r( x1 ≥− 1a n d|x2|≤1)}. Then it is easy to check that the solution set of MVI(f ,K)
is {x ∈ R2 : x1 ≥− 1,x 2 =0 } and the solution set of the corresponding GMV I( ¯ f ,R2)( w i t h
¯ f(x)=+ ∞ for x/ ∈ K)i s{x ∈ R2 : x1 ≥ 1,x 2 =0 }.
Theorem 3.2 states that any solution of GMV I(f ,K) is a solution of the related minimization
problem. Now we show that this is not the case when we consider MVI(f ,K).
Example 4.3 Consider the function f : R2 → R deﬁned as f(x1,x 2)=x1x2(x1 +x2)− 1
3(x1 +
x2 − 1)2 and let K = {[(−1,0),(0,1)] ∪ [(0,1),(0,4)]}.T h es e tK is st-sh with kerK = {(0,1)}
and MVI(f ,K) has the unique solution x∗ =( −1,0)  ∈ kerK. This point does not belong to
the set GM(f,K) which is the singleton {(0,4)}.
Remark 4.1 If MVI(f ,K) admits at least one solution x∗ ∈ k e r K ,t h e ne a c hs o l u t i o no f
MVI(f ,K) is a solution of the related minimization problem. In fact, assume that ¯ x  = x∗ is
a solution of MVI(f ,K). Since x∗ ∈ kerK solves MVI(f ,K)t h e nx∗ solves GMV I(f ,K)
16and so f ∈ IAR(K,x∗). Hence f is increasing along the ray Rx∗x ∩ K.S i n c e ¯ x also solves
MVI(f ,K), then it is easily seen that f is increasing along the ray E¯ xx∗ ∩K.T h i si m p l i e st h a t
all the points on the segment [x∗,x] are minimizers of f over K.
5 The case of a quasi-convex function
If GMV I( ¯ f ,E) has a solution and the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisﬁed, the con-
clusion is that ¯ f has st-sh level sets. Functions with st-sh level sets can be considered as some
generalization of quasi-convex functions. Therefore, we wonder whether or not if GMV I( ¯ f ,E)
has a solution x∗,t h e n ¯ f is quasi-convex. For a function of one variable, this result is a conse-
quence of the increase along property. However, already for functions of two variables, Example
4.1 above answers in negative this question.
Still, we can investigate more carefully GMV I( ¯ f ,E) with quasi-convex functions f for
the following reason. The main justiﬁcation to introduce a VI could be to have an alternative
approach to the underlying optimization problem. The best opportunity is if the solution sets
of the two problems coincide. In our case these are GMV I( ¯ f ,E) and problem (3) with solution
sets respectively SOL and GM( ¯ f,E). In Theorem 3.3, under the made there assumptions, we
see that SOL ⊆ GM( ¯ f,E). Example 4.1 shows that, in general, these two sets are diﬀerent.
In the next theorem we prove, that when f is quasi-convex, the two sets coincide, which makes
the quasi-convexity a rather natural assumption to treat optimization problems through VI of
Minty type.
Theorem 5.1 Let E be a real linear space, ¯ f : E → R ∪{ +∞} be a quasi-convex function
having the RLSC property and K := dom ¯ f be radially closed and convex. Then the solution
set SOLof GMV I( ¯ f ,E)a n dt h es e tGM( ¯ f,E) of the global minimizers of problem (3) coincide.
Proof Applying Theorem 3.2, it remains to show that each x∗ ∈ GM( ¯ f,E) is a solution of
17GMV I( ¯ f ,E). For this purpose, according to Theorem 3.1, it is suﬃcient to prove that ¯ f ∈
IAR(E,x ∗). Assume, on the contrary, that there exists x ∈ E, such that ¯ f(x(t1)) > ¯ f(x(t2)) for
some 0 ≤ t1 <t 2 (here x(t)=( 1−t)x∗ +tx). Put c = ¯ f(x(t2)). From x∗ ∈ GM( ¯ f,E)i tf o l l o w s
that ¯ f(x∗) ≤ ¯ f(x(t2)) = c. Hence both ¯ f(x∗),f (x(t2)) ∈ levc ¯ f, while (1 − t1
t2)x∗ + t1
t2x(t2)=
x(t1) / ∈ levc ¯ f. This contradicts the quasi-convexity assumption. 
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